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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FEBRUARY 5, 2020 

GA Precision Named an Affiliate Sponsor and the Presenting Sponsor of the Midwest Regional 

Series for the 2020 Precision Rifle Series Season 

Jackson, TN. – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated 

to the promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is thrilled to have GA Precision as an 

Affiliate Sponsor of the 2020 Precision Rifle Series Season and as the Presenting Sponsor of the Midwest Regional 

Series for the second year in a row.   

We are beyond pleased to officially announce our 2020 partnership with GA Precision as an Affiliate Sponsor of the 
Precision Rifle Series and the Presenting Sponsor of the Midwest Regional Series for the second year in a row! As 
one of the most sought-after rifle builders in the PRS for more years than anyone can remember, GA Precision 
continues to dominate the market as one of the most consistently performing rifles on our firing lines.  GA precision is 
the standard against which all other rifles are measured. 

GA Precision (GAP) is perhaps the largest name in the custom rifle business and needs no introduction.  With more 
than 20 years in the business GAP has more tactical and precision rifle building experience than just about any 
gunsmith in the industry.  They have an extraordinary reputation in the precision rifle world and are known for 
consistently manufacturing some of the most accurate rifles in the industry.  GA Precision has been directly involved 
in the PRS community since its inception and has taken notice of the needs of the shooters, bringing exceptional 
rifles to the firing line year after year.     

The team at GA Precision is constantly innovating and provides top of the line rifles along with a multitude of other 
respected products to the PRS community.  For the 2020 season GA Precision will be upping the game in the 
Production class with the introduction of the GAP PPR (Pinnacle Production Rifle).  It will be built with GAP’s new 
Gladius Action with a 20 MOA Rail 26”Bartlein 1-7.2 twist, 6mm MTU+ contour threaded 5/8x24, on a Manners T2-A 
GAP stock, Manners Mini Chassis, in Midnight GAP Camo and will be available in right or left handed. George 
Gardner and the team at GA Precision are a pinnacle force in the growth of the sport and we could not be more 
grateful to have their support.         

George Gardner will also be the PRS match director of the Hornady Precision Rifle Challenge along with longtime 
friend and GAP teammate Bryan Sikes.  This is a PRS Pro Series match on the weekend of July 10 and11th, located 
in Utah very close to the Wyoming border on a breath taking 200,000-acre private ranch. GA precision will also be a 
primary sponsor of the brand-new AG Cup Series, a series designed for the elite within the competitive shooting 
community and home to the eight most prestigious PRS matches in the country. GA precision will be supporting all 
39 Pro Series matches with gift certificates this season in addition to putting several custom rifles on prize tables.  

The PRS also looks forward to working with the GA Precision to successfully leverage the partnership to directly 

support membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. The PRS will host 40 of the most 

renowned national level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2020 PRS Finale taking place December 

12-13 hosted in Ninnekah, Oklahoma, where GA Precision will be sponsoring the event.   

 

For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, please join us at: 
https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/  

 
To learn more about GA Precision visit: https://www.gaprecision.net/ 
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About GA Precision: 
 
We strive to create top quality professional grade rifles that are not only precise but are also affordable. In doing this, 
it is our mandate to never sacrifice quality. At G.A. Precision we use only top-notch, field-tested, durable parts and 
accessories. 

 
 


